
Hands up - I was late and hassled. Meanwhile
though, the 'Operations Room' at City Audio
Visual, was a picture of calm efficiency, co-
ordinating equipment and technicians between
7 different events taking place that evening - an
extra sound system for the Christmas Light
Festival at Waddesdon Manor, 2 plasma screens
for a meeting at Oxford City Council, a complete
audio visual package going out to Rhodes
House [pause for breath], a PA package for
Divinity School, audio equipment for a
presentation at The Old Swan and Minster
Mill.......all despatched before I'd had chance to
sit down.

Once the rush had subsided, I caught a few
moments with Peter, to find out more about his
business. 

I’d read somewhere that City Audio Visual, or CAV

as it’s known to those in the industry, have been
described as the 'Fourth Emergency Service', the
company that people could always rely upon when

stuck - is it always this busy here at CAV? Peter
chuckled, “We do get a lot of last-minute calls.
People usually know what they want to achieve,

but find out that they don't know how to do it
themselves, or lack the right equipment….often on
the day of the event itself! That’s where we get
called in - to come and sort everything out, though
it does work far more smoothly if we’re involved
at the outset.”

What about the man himself? Peter started out as
a satellite technician (industrial and military - this
was well before the days of Sky!), and from there
branched out into the audio visual field, setting up
CAV just over 20 years ago. The company has
expanded from a 1-man band to one of the pre-
eminent audio-visual companies in Oxfordshire,
whose distinctive silver vans are always seen
around town. Peter smiled, "People think we've got
around 40 vans, because they are seen round and
about so often....it's not quite that many, but I will
say that we are looking to expand further in 2014."
What is driving this increase in demand? "It's hard

to pin it down to just one factor, but with the
reliance nowadays on digital technology, we find
that for Live Events, people love the security of
having a technician onsite, who can run the event,
record it, be on hand to sort out any problems…
.etc”

What about smaller events though, say 25 people?
"We always have equipment going out on hire -
it's a big part of our business. Where we like to
think we're different, is in the range of services we
offer and the back-up we provide, whether it's a
series of off-site presentations in a hired meeting
room, or a full-blown award ceremony with live
satellite links. For every client, we will advise on the
suitability of the equipment for the chosen venue,
and the level of support they are likely to require -
hence, we can offer a service to suit every budget,
and usually end up saving them money by
avoiding costly mistakes.”

You say you offer a bespoke service, but doesn't
everybody claim that? "Maybe, but it's one thing to
make a claim, and another to deliver. For example,

if somebody comes to us with a requirement, we
can take care of everything for them - advise on

suitable venue hire, book the room (usually at
better rates than they will achieve), provide the
right equipment, supply a technician to operate
the equipment and run the event. All the client has
to do, is to come to us with a proposal, and we
take of everything else”

So, if you've ever stood staring at a blank projector
screen, wondering where your presentation has
disappeared to, or waited nervously on stage whilst
hotel staff scurried around to sort out the deafening
feedback on your microphone, maybe you should
think about calling the 'fourth emergency service'
next time you put on an event ? With a free
consultation for B4 members and 10% off, the
question should be "Can you afford not to?"

www.cityav.co.uk

CITY AUDIO VISUAL
THE FOURTH EMERGENCY SERVICE
A slightly flustered Matt Wright sat down with Peter Gunn, Director of City Audio Visual, to unlock the secrets
of success at Oxford’s premier audio-visual company, whilst witnessing a masterclass in multi-tasking.
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“People usually know what
they want to achieve, but
find out that they don't

know how to do it them-
selves, or lack the right

equipment….often on the
day of the event itself!”

“For every client, we will
advise on the suitability of

the equipment for the 
chosen venue, and the level
of support they are likely to

require - hence, we can
offer a service to suit

every budget”
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